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About Pinnacle
Pinnacle has over 25 years experience in
providing telecoms services to a wide range of
clients. As a Mitel authorised partner, you’ll be
safe in the knowledge that all of our staff are
experts in planning, installing and maintaining
their full range of communications systems.
Organisations large and small must address a
wide range of communications issues based on
the needs of their customers and the roles of their
workers - and that can’t be done with a “one size
fits all” solution. This is where Pinnacle Telecom
comes in. We tailor communications devices to
the needs of the people who use them - whatever
their job, their location, or the time of day.
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All of our communications products are designed
with three core principles in mind:

•

To enable you to be competitive, and to
continually improve customer service,
increase employee productivity, and to reduce
the costs of doing business;

•

To help you select the system you need now
and add functionality as your requirements
change;

•

To get maximum return on your investment.

Why choose Mitel?
•

A global provider of business 			
communications, collaboration software
and services

•

40 years manufacturing leading IP and 		
Digital communication solutions.

•

Number 1 market share position in the UK
in the IP extensions market

•

We provide a highly scalable, secure and
easily managed portfolio of solutions

•

Mitel are focused on reducing their own 		
carbon footprint as well as helping other 		
companies reduce theirs
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•

More than 100,000 customers in over
100 countries

•

Over 35 years of innovative technology 		
development in communications

•

Mitel solutions enable businesses to 		
maintain their existing infrastructure while
taking advantage of the latest IP 			
technologies

•

Mitel has received many industry awards
and accolades for innovation, design and
performance
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MiVoice Office

MiVoice Office Situations

Why choose MiVoice Office 250
In today’s competitive environment, the drive to operate
more effectively and take cost out of the business is more
critical than ever.
MiVoice Office 250 is designed specifically to
address the needs of todays businesses – it
is cost competitive, easily scalable, feature
and application rich, and offers digital and IP
connectivity. All this means that you are provided
with a solution that meets both operational and
budget requirements, while ensuring you have
the ability to extend the system and add new
applications in the future.

Key Features:
•

Comprehensive suite of business 		
productivity applications - out of the box

•

Embedded mobility enables employees to
stay productive anywhere, using their device
of choice

•

Available for up to 250 extensions

•

Leading range of IP and digital desktop 		
phones

The right solution for the job
Reception and Customer Service – Staff need
to make the right first impression, superior call
routing means your calls are directed to the
correct person every time.
The Single Office – You need a telephone
system that grows with your business. MiVoice
Office 250 is scalable but also comes with a
suite of applications that you would usually only
associate with large Corporate systems.
Multi Site Offices – If you have multiple offices,
connect them out of the box. MiVoice Office 250
comes with the ability to link sites without any
extra expense.
Homeworking – Still be available via the Phone
system when at home. Easy to connect IP phone
can be installed at your home adding to your
availability and productivity.

Healthcare - MiVoice Office 250 which utilises
the most up to date product suite of applications,
eases contact between healthcare, social care,
community based healthcare professionals and
their patients.
External Employees – Customers call one
number and have easy access to the person
they want to reach. Stay in touch with customers,
management and co workers regardless of their
location.
Call Centre – Call management software ensures
your team perform at their peak and resources
are optimised in busy times so you never miss
those important calls.
BYOD - Bring your own device to work.
Feature rich applications to use on your smart
device keeping you in contact with the office.

IT Personnel - Your IT team are constantly going
from desk to desk, MiVoice Office 250 offers cost
effective IP DECT handsets so your IT support
are always available wherever they may be in the
office.
Education – MiVoice Office 250 delivers flexible
routing for different times of the day which
improves response times for incoming calls.
MiVoice Office 250 comes with out the box
productivity applications that benefit not only
the staff and pupils but are also beneficial to the
parents calling in.

Cost effective and
feature rich for the modern business
4
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MiVoice Office Standard Features

MiVoice Office Standard Features

Embedded Features
A complete suite of out-of-the-box business
productivity applications
Meet-Me Conferencing
With 40 available ports, you can hold a conference for a maximum of 20 parties at a time. Users are
provided with a dialable Conference Assistant and Conference Access Codes, while also being able
to set up on-demand audio conferences via the Configuration Assistant User Web Portal or Mitel
Phone Manager.
Hot Desking
Office workers can log in at any desk or their IP phone at home and have their own user preferences
including key configuration, speed dials etc.
Unified Messaging
Enables all users to receive company voice mail messages in a single inbox and on mobile devices.
Providing email synchronization of deletions and heard / read messages, optional BlackBerry message
formatting and MP3 attachment format. Also includes soft-key integration for executive phones.

Dynamic Extension Express
Enables cost-effective, feature-rich
communication with mobile staff, IT support,
sales, and senior executives. Dynamic Extension
Express capabilities enable employees to twin
their desk phone with their mobile, desk, remote
office, and home phones to enhance personal
accessibility and availability. Allows up to 10
devices to be twinned.
Teleworking
Home-based workers, mobile workers, and dayextenders are afforded seamless, secure access
to the communication capabilities of head office.
By using the same voice mail, conferencing,
and corporate security features as their in-office
colleagues, remote workers can become more
productive and in touch.

ACD (Automatic Call Distribution)
Companies have the ability to utilise agents
across different locations. The system includes
multiple Music on Hold sources for different
queues, a customisable Recorded Announcement
Device, messages with dialable options, and
time-in-queue / position-in-queue messages.
Mitel Phone Manager
The system comes with 8 Outlook user licences
and Call Logging out of the box for integrating
with Outlook. Mitel Phone manager gives the user
the ability to control calls and access telephone
system features from their PC desktop.

Star (Scheduled Time Based Application Routing)
Gives the ability to offer flexible routing of inbound calls based upon, time of day, specific date(s) and
day of the week. It allows multiple STAR applications to accommodate different departmental working
hours and play bespoke announcements for bank holidays etc. Great for Doctors Surgeries, Dentists,
or anyone who needs more than the regular day / night mode.
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MiVoice Phones

MiVoice Phones

MiVoice IP Phones

5304

5312

5320e

5330e

Specifically suited to areas where a small footprint is
required: cruise ship cabins, hotel guest room phones,
university dorms, classrooms or beside a cash register
in the retail environment.

Ideal as a teleworker phone. It provides intuitive
access to sophisticated call handling and converged
applications.

An entry level self labeling enterprise phone with
embedded Gigabit support.
Ideal for enterprise executives, managers, and
employees, and can be used as an ACD agent,
as a supervisor phone, or as a teleworker phone.

A full featured enterprise IP phone with embedded
Gigabit support and 24 programmable keys.
Ideal for enterprise executives, managers, and
employees and can be used as an ACD agent,
as a supervisor phone, or as a teleworker phone.

•

15 cm Display

•

15 cm Display

•

8 Programmable keys

•

24 Programmable keys

•

Self labelling feature keys

•

Self labelling feature keys

•

Handsfree speakerphone

•

Handsfree speakerphone

•

Headset compatible

•

Headset compatible

•

Desk/wall mountable

•

Desk/wall mountable

•

10/100/1000 Lan port

•

10/100/1000 Lan port

•

2 Line display

•

8 Programmable keys

•

Desk/wall mountable

•

10/100 Lan port

•

2 Line display

•

12 Programmable keys

•

Handsfree speakerphone

•

Headset compatible

•

Desk/wall mountable

•

10/100 Lan port

5324

5320

5340e

5360

Ideal for teleworkers and users who must change their
feature set to meet changing needs.

An economical entry level self labelling enterprise phone

An executive class IP phone with embedded Gigabit
support and 48 programmable keys.

An executive class IP phone this top of the range
handset comes with embedded gigabit support, 48
prgrammable keys and full colour display

•

2 Line display

•

24 Programmable keys

•

Handsfree speakerphone

•

Headset compatible

•

Desk/wall mountable

•

10/100 Lan port
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Ideal for enterprise executives, managers, and
employees, and can be used as an ACD agent,
as a supervisor phone, or as a teleworker phone.
•

15 cm Display

•

8 Programmable keys

•

Self labelling feature keys

•

Handsfree speakerphone

•

Headset compatible

•

Desk/wall mountable

•

10/100 Lan port

Ideal for any enterprise executive or manager, hot desk
users, teleworkers, and contact center agents and
supervisors.

Ideal for any enterprise executive or manager,
teleworker, and contact center supervisor.

•

15 cm Display

•

17.8 cm Colour display

•

48 Programmable keys

•

48 Programmable keys

•

Self labelling feature keys

•

Self labelling feature keys

•

Handsfree speakerphone

•

Handsfree speakerphone

•

Headset compatible

•

Headset compatible

•

Desk/wall mountable

•

Desk/wall compatible

•

10/100/1000 Lan port

•

10/100/1000 Lan port
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MiVoice Phones

MiVoice Phones & Accessories

MiVoice Phones

MiVoice Digital Phones

6920

6930

Designed for users who requires an exceptional HD
audio experience via its unique voice optimized handset.

Ideal for users who require a phone that can be tailored
to their specific communication needs.

•

3.5” QVGA (320 x 240 pixel) colour display

•

4.3” (480 x 272 pixel) colour display

•

Speech optimised corded handset

•

Bluetooth

•

Programmable soft keys

•

Mobile Integration

•

Native DHSG/EHS analog headset support

•

USB Mobile phone charging point

•

USB port for headsets and accessories

•

Programmable soft keys

•

Speech optimised corded handset

•

Support for optional cordless handset

•

Enhanced full-duplex speakerphone

•

Highly customisable via optional accessories

8528

8568

This ergonomically designed phone has a message
waiting light and 16 programmable keys, it is an ideal
entry level handset designed so users can customise
to maximise efficiency.

The ideal business phone and perfect for users who
require efficient call processing capabilities.
•

6 Line by 16 character display

•

2 Line by 16 character display

•

8 Menu-driven soft keys

•

16 Programmable multi-function keys

•

16 Programmable multi-function keys

•

10 Fixed function keys

•

10 Fixed function keys

•

Built-in speaker and microphone

•

•

On-hook dialing

Customise your phone and have 1 touch
access to the most commonly used 			
functions and settings

•

Supports both the Mitel Programmable Key 		
Module (PKM) 12 & 24

•

Headset jack

•

Supports both the Mitel Programmable Key 		
Module (PKM) 12 & 48

Integrated DECT Headset

6940
Designed for executive users who demand a lot from
their phone as the power of touch is combined with
flagship functionality
•

7” (800 x 480 pixel) colour LCD touch display

•

Bluetooth 4.1

•

Mobile Integration

•

Mobile phone charging point

•

Cordless BT speech optimised handset

•

Enhanced full-duplex speakerphone

•

Programmable soft keys

•

Highly customisable via broad array of optional
add-on accessories
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Supported on 6930 & 6940 the DECT headset delivers
a range of up to 300 feet (100 meters) of personal
area mobility, helping users avoid missed calls while
stepping away from their desk.

Accessories

MiVoice S720 Bluetooth Speakerphone

Programmable Key Modules (PKMs)

Cordless Headset

Supported on 6930 & 6940 this soeakerphone adds the
benefit of completely hands-free communication, the
MiVoice S720 enables users to work on their computers,
handle documents, or take notes during calls.

Allow users to add 12 or 48 button modules to
monitor and manage multiple lines beyond the
capacity of the IP Phone.

MiVoice DECT Headsets allow the user to have
personal area mobility with a range of up to 300
feet from their desk within their office or adjacent
offices.

Cordless voice optimized handset
Supported on the 6930 and comes as standard
equipment on 6940. This cordless handset allows users
to enjoy clearly discernable conversations in a variety of
environments without being physically tied to their desk
phone.

WLAN Adapter
Wirelessly enable your IP Phone by simply connecting
the WLAN Adapter to the Phone’s network port and
connect to your home office or wireless network.
Supported on 6900 and 5300 series phones.
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MiVoice Office Conferencing & DECT

SIP Integrated DECT System

MiVoice Conference Phones

MItel Integrated SIP DECT

MiVoice Conference Phone

Mitel SIP-DECT offers businesses of all sizes a comprehensive solution for cordless telephony.

This Conference Phone makes conference calls clear, easy and efficient. Combining high-definition
audio capabilities with 16 microphones that automatically focus towards the person talking, the
Conference Phone helps to minimize side conversation pickup and increases speaker clarity.

Mitel SIP-DECT uses Radio Fixed Part (RFP) base stations in conjunction with DECT handsets to
provide a seamless radio network for voice and data mobility. The DECT infrastructure enables users
to move freely within the radio network while staying reachable on the same number, even when
roaming to remote locations.

The conference phone also has a large touch screen display with embedded collaboration services
and Web browser, so participants can access, view, collaborate, and drive in-room presentations –
without the need for a dedicated PC in the room.
MiVoice Video Phone
The MiVoice Video has all the features of the
Conference phone but allows you to simply set
up a face to face meeting without having to travel.
Videoconferencing is as easy as making a phone
call. There’s no need to plan ahead, in fact, you
can even initiate a videoconference midmeeting,
when the occasion for impromptu brainstorming
and idea sharing often arise.

Mitel SIP DECT - Single Cell
The Mitel SIP DECT – Single Cell solution is comprised of the Mitel RFP 12 IP Single DECT base
station, up to 20 x Mitel 112 DECT Phones plus up to 3 x Mitel RFP 12 IP Repeaters, providing a fully
integrated mobility solution for small offices or for specific areas within larger offices or buildings
Mitel 112 DECT Phone

MITEL RFP 12 IP Repeater

Perfect for users who want the convenience of a
cordless handset but need to be able to access more
telephony features, such as caller ID, call transfer,
conferencing, etc. while away from their desk.

Extends the range of the RFP 12 IP Single base
station, with a maximum of 3 RFP 12 IP Repeaters
being connected in a daisy-chain configuration.

Ideal Customer Profiles
Employees can access their user data and
profiles when logged on to any registered
handset, enabling easy sharing or handing off of
handsets between employees and shift workers.
This flexibility provides an ideal, cost effective
solution for many verticals, including hospitals,
hotels, security staff and care facilities. As well,
DECT uses a reserved frequency band to avoid
disturbances from other radio networks and
maintain a high quality of speech no matter the
environment – even in high-rise stores, near large
metal services, or in machine halls where radio
signals are often disrupted.

RFP 35 IP SIP DECT Indoor Base Station
The Radio Fixed Parts RFP 35 IP is connected
directly to the network, while using all the benefits
of established DECT technology for radio
transmission.
•

RFP36 Base Station also available for external use

The MiVoice 142 is the ideal DECT phone

•

Colour, illuminated 1.44” display with auto dimming

This feature rich handset is a powerful tool for
business communications on the go. It has a
variety of convenient features such as handsfree operation, vibra-call, back-lit graphic display
and caller lists. Call filter, alarm function and the
display of time and date, plus:

•

21 Keys including dial pad, menu, navigation, 		
softkeys, answer and end keys

•

Two-line capability (e.g. answer call on one line, place
that call on hold and initiate call on second line)

Transferable memory card (stores 100 phonebook
entries and data

•

2.5 mm Headset jack

•

SOS-key for connection to an emergency number

•

Quick call feature on keys 1 to 9

•

Info-key for messages and caller list

Other features include:

•
•

Configurable high-visibility LEDs for call indication,
message waiting, missed calls and battery warning

Mitel RFP 12 IP Single Base Station

•

Info and loudspeaker key flashing when activated

Designed for indoor deployment and provides superior
HD-audio coverage in a given limited area.

•

Microphone mute function

•

Display of field strength, 4 steps

•

Supports up to 20 Mitel 112 DECT Phones

•

Ambient noise filter for loud environments

•

Supports up to three Mitel RFP 12 IP Repeaters

•

Auto-answer (for headset use)
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SIP Integrated DECT System

Application Suite

MiVoice Office Application Suite
Single location for all your telephony based business applications
MiVoice Office Application Suite delivers a range of features on top of your MiVoice Office 250
telephone system. Whether it be unified communications, mobile connectivity, call reporting, call
recording or outbound dialing, MiVoice Office 250 customers can benefit from the enhanced
performance, all delivered from a single server solution.
All of the applications inter operate – so users can listen to their recorded calls on their Phone Manager
desktop, the personal call log is displayed on both desktop and mobile and you can quickly see where
your calls come from, or calls that were made to any client.

612d

622d

632d

650c

612d

622d

This user friendly DECT phone is ideal for the business
sector. The ambient noise filter can automatically
adjust the ring tone and talk volume to the background
noise, whilst filtering out any distracting ambient noise.

The Mitel 622 offers maximum freedom of movement,
thanks to a Bluetooth interface for a wireless headset.
It’s large colour display and 8 programmable keys
provide you with quick access to your favourite
functions.

Other features include:

Other features include:

•

Colour display

•

52 Ring tones

•

Headset socket

•

Headset socket

•

Noise filter for loud environments

•

Easily access the company directory

•

•

Local directory with 350 contacts

The battery can be charged via the charging station
or USB interface

•

Telephone book with 200 contacts

•

Store device reports and important settings on the
optional Mitel micro SD card.

650c

632d

As well as offering an excellent audio quality in
accordance with the CAT-iq standard, it hosts many
user friendly features like a wide colour display and
freely programmable keys for clear and quick access.
•

Headset socket

The device is dust and jet water protected, so is ideal
for use outdoors or in rough industrial environments.
It is easily cleaned and complies with high hygiene
requirements, also featuring an emergency call key
making it ideally suited for the heathcare sector also.
The phone also features a integrated sensor alarm
which is suited to prisons or security professions.

•

Noise filter for loud environments

Other features also include:

•

53 Ring tones as well as 7 alarm tones

•

Compliant with industrial standard IP65

•

Easily access the company directory

•

Colour display

•

Telephone book with 200 contacts

•

Ambient noise filter for loud environments

•

Store device reports and important settings on the
optional Mitel micro SD card.

•

Headset socket

•

Emergency button, man down, escape and no 		
movement alarm

•

Telephone book with 200 contacts

•

Optional Mitel micro SD card available

Other features include:
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Delivering a range of features on top of your MiVoice
Office 250 telephone system from a single server
meaning less hardware and more efficiency
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Application Suite

Application Suite

Mitel Phone Manager

Mitel Phone Manager Mobile

Designed to make communicating easy

Keeping employees connected – anytime, anywhere

Control your phone from your computer screen. Phone Manager speeds up and simplifies making
and receiving calls, see all your directories, call recordings, incoming, outgoing and missed calls, then
allows you to call them at the click of the mouse! Phone Manager can integrate to your in-house CRM
system so that customer details are displayed on your screen before you answer the call.

Mitel Phone Manager Mobile app has been designed to connect you to your MiVoice Office 250 phone
system whilst on the move. This smartphone application brings you many of the same great features
that are available on the Mitel Phone Manager desktop version while keeping users connected when
they leave the office.

Key features
• Set your call routing and presence availability e.g. available, busy, out of the office
• Highlight and dial numbers from desktop and web applications
• See a screen pop of your customer details at the time the call is answered
• Detailed individual call history
• See your colleagues availability
• Call control from the desktop (answer, hold, transfer…)
• Windows integrated logon with minimal user involvement

Extending the features and functions of Phone Manager desktop to a smartphone - users can see
colleague’s status and availability whilst away from the office and call them with a single click. Access
all your company’s directories and contacts wherever you are. Keep track of your inbound and
outbound calls using the Call History feature and use the Chat option to send instant messages. Phone
Manager Mobile offers an optional softphone capability, which enables calls to be made free of charge
in a Wi-Fi or 4G environment. Phone Manager Mobile works on both iOS and Android devices.

User

Settings

Presence Profile
Voicemail
Agent Status
Integrated Toolbar

Dialpad / Chat
Toolbar
Campaign Manager
Search / Dial Bar

Contacts / Call History
Add Contact
Colleague Presence

Search
Access to search users,
global contacts, personal
contacts & mobile contacts.

Presence
Easily manage your
presence status and profile

Make Calls Via
Allows selection of the
method to make calls

Mitel Phone Manager is available in the following three levels of user licensing:
Outlook License
Simple Access to features such as Call Control, Presence, Instant Messaging, Highlight & Dial, Meet me
Conferencing, Directory, Call History, Integration to Call Recordings.

Favourites
Displays the favourites the
user has configured

Softphone Dialpad
Turn smartphones in to a softphone to make calls
on the network at the office. Features such as call
recording, hold and transfer can be used in the same
way as if the user was in the office

Settings
Access to the settings area
of the application including
connection settings.
Personal Message
Add a personal message
to better communicate your
status

Dial
Quick dial button for each
of the contacts in favourites

Professional User License
Integration into 20 off the shelf CRM’s including Microsoft Dynamics, Sage CRM, Netsuite and Salesforce
for screen-popping, click to dial, calendar sync and call history.
Team Leader License
Enables a user access to set other colleagues DND, Set Agents Status by logging users in/out, moving
agents around various hunt groups and Silent Monitor
16

Menu
Provides access to the
four main screens of the
application and to voicemail.
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Application Suite

Application Suite

MiVoice Office Call Reporter

MiVoice Office Call Recorder (Small Business Edition)

Comprehensive and easy to use

Easy to use call recording for the smaller business

MiVoice Office Call Reporter brings a range of call performance and management reports to the
MiVoice Office Application Suite. It provides access to all the historical call data stored within the
system which can be used to deliver complete visibility of how the telephone system is used and how
users are performing.

The MiVoice Office Call Recorder – Small Business Edition brings all of the functionality of mainstream
call recording in a scale to suit the small enterprise. It can record up to 8 concurrent calls and provides
easy to use search and retrieval options. The MiVoice Office Call Recorder - Small Business Edition is
part of the MiVoice Office Application Suite which uses a single server to manage all the applications,
enabling the Call Recorder to be added to your MiVoice Office Application Suite without any additional
hardware requirement.

In its simplest form, the system provides access to Call Lists which document each call made and its
route through the telephone system including internal calls and transferred call segments. When full
Call Reporting is licensed, traffic can be analysed in multiple ways which when combined with the type
of data stored on each call and the advanced filtering options available, make for a truly powerful call
analysis solution.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web interface, no client install required
Record up to 8 calls concurrently
Call segmentation allows in-depth tracking of call transfers and routes
Easy to manager permission structure
Inclusion and exclusion lists, record only what is needed
Save recordings to favorites folder or email/save complete calls or sections of a call
Full auditing of recording access
Playback your own calls directly from Mitel Phone Manager desktop client
Easy to use filters to quickly playback calls from specific extensions, agents or numbers

How many calls do you receive?
Who makes the most calls?
How many calls do you miss?
“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it!”
Key Features
• Web based interface, no client side installation required. Reports are accessible from any
compatible browser on Windows, Mac or Tablet
• Comprehensive filtering enables only relevant calls to be reported on
• Call Logging module provides call lists and configuration data reports including: Incoming/Outgoing
Calls, Missed Calls and Unreturned Lost Calls
• Get a detailed analysis of calls, with grouping by Extension, User, Hunt Group, Agent ID, etc
• Pre-configured out of the box reports are provided to get users up and running
18
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Application Suite

Additional Applications

Mitel Phone Manager Outbound

MiVoice Office Call Recorder

Make life easier for your outbound team

Comprehensive and easy to use call recording and retrieval

Most businesses have people who make outbound calls as part of their job, whether it is contract
renewal, appointment confirmation, activity follow up for quality purposes, credit control or simply
telemarketing – Mitel Phone Manager Outbound moves this activity up a gear!

MiVoice Office Call Recorder is a sister product to the MIVoice Office application suite call recorder but
is aimed at the larger user. It provides a powerful business tool with easy to use search and retrieval
options, which can scale as your telephone system expands.

Phone Manager Outbound automates the dialling part of the task leaving your staff to do what they do
best – talking to and interacting with your customers or prospects. Lists of numbers to be called are
copied into the Phone Manager Outbound application and your staff member simply logs in and the
application dials the numbers for them.

Call recording is increasingly seen as a ‘must have’ application for businesses of all sizes. It enables
quick and confident dispute resolution, as well as the option to review calls for training and mentoring
purposes. Businesses in certain industries are required by their governing body to record all calls for
compliance purposes. For those companies who take credit card payments over the phone, the call
recorder provides a method of muting recordings so that sensitive information is not recorded.

A comprehensive real time supervisor screen is available to enable the supervisor to manage the
performance and results of the outbound team.
Phone Manager Outbound is a member of the Phone Manager family and requires Phone Manager to
be installed on the persons desktop.

Virtually any organisation that regularly engages by phone with customers, clients, colleagues or
suppliers stands to gain from greater insight and understanding into the interactions shaping their
everyday operations. Quickly retrieving important information contained within phone-based exchanges
helps resolve disputes, minimize liability risk, improve customer service and safeguard company
revenues.

Developed with the user in mind, the
MiVoice Office Call Recorder focuses
on saving time for you
and your staff

20
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Additional Applications

MiVoice Office Call Recorder

Case Studies
Trelai Primary School

Trelai Primary School, based in Cardiff, had a 10-year-old telephone system which had limited
functionality and was not expandable, and was no longer fit for purpose. The school wanted a system
which provided better all-round communications for customers and staff, was expandable and futureproofed. Our solution also had to be cost-effective as the school had only the 40th highest budget per
pupil out of the 102 primary schools in the Cardiff area.
We installed a MiVoice Office 250 system which
enabled the school to blend their voice system
into their data network, creating a cost-effective,
efficient communications environment. The
solution offered a communications platform which
allowed the school to network geographicallydispersed employees and locations, whether they
were connecting offices and applications together
over a data network, or deploying digital and IP
phones to on-site employees.
The integration of unified communications with
Dynamic Extension meant that employees could
be reached on one phone number through any
device. Through Dynamic Extension, middle and senior management could seamlessly move around
between parts of the school, or even off-site, without missing any calls or texts. This was ideal for a
small, dedicated team who were primarily focused on the needs of the school and its pupils.

Ely Bridge Surgery

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Web based interface, no client side install required. Recordings are accessible from any
compatible browser on Windows, Mac or Tablet
Record up to 250 calls concurrently
Call segmentation allows in-depth tracking of call transfers and routes
Easy to manager permission structure (restrict access to pre-set calls or groups)
Inclusion and exclusion lists, record only what is needed
Organise recordings to favourites folder, email/save complete calls or sections of a call
Playback your own calls directly from Mitel Phone Manager desktop client
Easy to use filters to quickly playback calls from specific extensions, agents or numbers
Flexible archiving options for stored call data
Calls can be saved as part of a customer record in your CRM (requires Phone manager Profession
for each user and is CRM dependent)
Pause and resume feature is available as part of a PCI compliant process
Secure & Compliant - All recordings are made using the AES-256 encryption standard and contain an
anti-tamper digital signature meaning that all Mitel recorded calls are admissible in court if needed.
Account Code Recognition – stored calls can be searched for using account codes
Archive & Backup - The secure recorded voice files can be stored off-site or in a secure hosted
environment
Quality management / Call scoring- performance measurement option

This surgery is an innovative practice which aims to provide a flexible service for its patients. With
a diverse range of needs, a communication system was required where flexibility was the primary
concern. Pinnacle Telecom installed a Mitel system which provided the flexibility of supporting an IP
implementation (phones, trunks, and applications) on a common IP platform.
Pinnacle recommended an integrated featurerich system, as well as a range of digital feature
phones. The system offers the medical centre
a hybrid solution: an IP link running over the
business broadband network, while external calls
are made over the traditional line. Additionally,
the medical centre uses an ISDN line for back-up
purposes.
The new system means the medical centre can
take advantage of features such as call recording
to enable staff to deal with complaints effectively
and protect them from verbal abuse. It enables
the health centre to record calls on demand, while
the Auto Attendant facility is also key in ensuring
a consistent service for callers, welcoming them
and ensuring calls are queued efficiently.
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